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Enterprise Mobility today is mission-critical, yet
the industry has historically failed to reliably and
cost-effectively deliver the up-time and reliability
needed to support a mission-critical endeavor.

The True Cost Impact of Mobile Outages
In the last chapter, we discussed how enterprise mobility has become mission-critical, and how any outages or
downtime can be extremely disruptive and costly for the business.
We also discussed the need for tools to proactively alert us to pending problems with mobility, and hopefully avoid
expensive and protractive outages.
In this chapter, we’ll explore the true cost impact of mobile outages that cause downtime for workers and can impact a
company’s bottom line. We’ll also explore the underlying causes of these failures and focus on new ways to proactively
prevent failures in the first place.
We’ll study the concept of Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of mobility and explore how it can be used to measure the cost
of any mobility failure.
We’ll then expand the concept of TCO and relabel it the True Cost of OwnershipTM of Enterprise Mobility by looking
at many hidden costs and how the transition mentioned in the last chapter - to move from Reactive to Proactive,
Preventative and Predictive management - can lower these costs dramatically.
Finally, and most importantly, by taking a fresh look at the costs and failure rates in enterprise mobility, we will highlight
the need to bring these outages under control.
Enterprise Mobility today is mission-critical, yet the industry has historically failed to reliably and cost-effectively deliver
the up-time and reliability needed to support a mission-critical endeavor.
The resulting costs to businesses are high. But solutions are readily available to provide real-time actionable insights on
the health and status of mobility, and finally deliver the performance monitoring tools necessary to truly deliver missioncritical mobility.
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The Impact of Mobile Failure
When we examine the costs of any failure in enterprise mobility, we define a failure as any incident which causes the
mobile device or application to be un-usable by the end-user for any point in time. Failure does not necessarily mean
the device is physically broken or needs repair. In fact, VDC and others report that 24% of devices can usually be
repaired in the field without replacing the device1.
VDC’s research found that 12.5% of mobile devices fail at least once in the first year but that can reach as high as 20%
depending on the device type2. The incident rate increases each year as devices age and are more prone to failure.
The two leading causes of device failures are dropped devices (77%) and software-related issues (42%)3. The underlying
symptoms of these failures vary, ranging from broken devices, to batteries which cannot last an entire work shift, to
network outages, to bugs in mobile applications and operating systems.
When surveyed, end-users report the following break-down of the types of failures they most commonly suffer with their
devices4.

Most Common Reason for Device Failure
Battery Drains Quickly

38%

Wifi / Cellular
Connections

22%
12%

Mobile Apps Crash
Device Reboot

1,2

2%

VDC, Enterprise Mobility: Total Cost of Ownership: Analyzing the Impact of Device Failure for Line of Business Applications. September 2016
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And when any of these failures occur, the costliest impact from the failure is the lost-productivity of end-workers and the
time and staff required to support these mobile devices.
According to VDC, each device failure can result in 180 to 260 minutes in both lost productivity for mobile workers and
time spent by internal support staff on the problem. Average times are shown below and equate to 211.6 minutes per
failure.

Average Time Lost per Failure (in minutes)
Worker Productivity
Loss
IT / Support Time to
Diagnose & Repair
Time Required to Swap
Device and Redepoly

84.1
50.2
77.3

These minutes, of course, translate into real expense to the company’s bottom line, as workers’ lost productivity
equates into wages paid with no productivity gained as the worker sits idle. It also means IT teams are forced to spend
the majority of their time reacting to problems instead of proactively working on new ideas or improvements – an
opportunity cost to the business which can also be measured.

www.b2msolutions.com
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The True Cost of OwnershipTM of
Enterprise Mobility
What’s the best way to measure these costs? There is much
discussion in the industry on the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
of enterprise mobility. TCO models usually focus on both the
acquisition costs of mobility and the ongoing daily maintenance and
support costs for mobile devices.
These models are important tools, since the “soft costs” above of lost
worker productivity and IT support staff hours related to failures in
mobile devices contribute a staggering 83% on average of the TCO
for mobility over the life of each device5. The costs, however, are
often hidden to those in charge of enterprise mobility and not easily
captured and measured. Furthermore, most TCO models do not
have enough visibility or data to provide additional insights on the
true impact of failures.
For instance, some of our latest research on the impact of failures
goes deeper and examines the severe impact that failures can have
on the health of a worker dependent on mobility to do his or her job.
This research shows that as many as 16% of all mobile workers have
taken at least one day off of work due to the stress and impact of not
being able to do their job properly due to failures with their mobile
device. When these costs are factored into TCO models, the total
annual costs of mobility can climb an additional 14%.

83%

Additionally, any discussions on TCO must also consider the impact
of lost, stolen or underutilized mobile devices, as well as No Trouble
Founds for any returned device. These costs can easily be hidden in
most cost models yet can make up 5-10% of the costs each year.

83%

16%

“Soft” costs as
a % of TCO

16%
mobile workers
taking time off

Finally, a True Cost model must take advantage of real-time insights
provided from the devices themselves in order to actively track
outages and prevent them from becoming crisis.
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...a True Cost model
must take advantage
of real-time insights
provided from the
devices themselves in
order to actively track
outages and prevent
them from becoming
crisis.
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Cost Impact of Failures to True Cost of OwnershipTM
So what is the impact of these common failures? To break down and build additional costs on the 83% figure quoted
previously, let’s look at four key areas impacted by mobile device and app failure.

1. Worker Productivity and IT Support: 83% of TCO
Due to mobility becoming mission critical, and workers depending on mobile to complete their tasks, when a mobile
device fails, workers often are unable to work, resulting in a loss of total productivity and wages paid for no outcome.
If we assume an enterprise has 1,000 mobile devices deployed and an average failure rate on these devices of 12.5%,
then the failure rate for workers could be as high as 125 devices at any moment in time.
And using the average number of minutes of lost worker productivity and IT / Support time for each failure, multiplied by
the average wages, we can quickly see the potential cost impact of this to the bottom line:
These soft costs are often hidden from view in the financials of the company largely because there is no uptick in wages
expenses and any productivity losses are hidden in most organizations. Yet when closely examined by CFOs and others
in the organization, it quickly illuminates a need for better management and operation of mobility to identify and rectify
their issues and keep workers working.
These soft costs in the table below can represent as much as 83% of the True Cost of Mobility, and are therefore a key
area of focus for cost control.

Table 1. Example TCO Model: Worker Productivity and IT / Support Costs

Cost Factor

Result

1,000 Mobile Devices * 12.5% incident rate

125 devices

Minutes of time spent per incident

211.6

Average loaded hourly wage averaged between worker and IT

$ 38

Incident Rate per Day

125

Total Cost per Day

$ 16.75K

Total Cost per Year (250 work days / 50 work weeks)

$ 4.19M

2. Failures and Time off Work: Additional 14% to Table 1
A second component impacting the True Cost of OwnershipTM involves workers dependent on their mobile device to do
their job, where failures on that device induce a level of stress and anxiety that leads to them taking sick time from work.
We recently surveyed workers in the U.S. and U.K. who stated the mobile device they used at work was critical for them
to complete their tasks. The results were alarming, with 40% of those surveyed stating they have experienced stress or
anxiety related to failures of their device, and 16% on average having to take at least one day off work because of the
associated stress and anxiety.
This is the first survey we are aware of highlighting this issue, and causes the traditional models looking at TCO to
understate the impact mobile failures can have on worker productivity. We typically measure the time for each outage in
terms of the average time it takes for a worker to deal with their broken device.
When we change the model to factor in these lost days of work for failures, it can increase the TCO by as much as 14%, a
shocking addition to costs for anyone managing mobility today.
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On average, enterprises have about 2-10% of
their devices in a state of being lost, stolen or
underutilized.

3. Lost, Stolen and Underutilized Devices: Additional 2-10% to Table 1
A third component impacting the True Cost of OwnershipTM is lost, stolen and underutilized devices. Our experience
in this area is that on average, enterprises have about 2-10% of their devices in this state, of either not being used on a
regular basis, or simply disappearing from the enterprise’s control.
The cost impacts on this include an increase in the number of replacement devices which must be purchased (and
repurchased) on an annual basis, and the costs of configuring each device and deploying each device as-needed.
Additional costs include potential security risks for lost and stolen devices, where these devices are exploited, and
sensitive information accessed.
While this part of the True Cost of OwnershipTM model is hard to quantify, since these numbers are seldom reported by
enterprises, our experience over the years allows us to factor this into our models to highlight the need for better control
to ensure the True Cost of OwnershipTM is being accurately viewed and managed.
These costs are additive to the costs discussed above and cause the overall True cost of Mobility to rise between over a
five-year period as devices are replaced.

4. No Trouble Founds – A Costly Exercise in Futility: 1% of TCO
A fourth component impacting the True Cost of OwnershipTM are devices returned for repair that are actually perfectly
healthy devices.
In many enterprises today, it’s common to swap a user’s device anytime they have a problem regardless if the root cause
of the user’s inquiry is actually a device failure instead of a software or network issue.
Many internal support teams, and some outsourced providers, use their help desk not to troubleshoot and fix common
problems in the field, but instead to issue RMAs and swap devices without any real time spent on resolving the issues.
This is a costly endeavor, resulting in increased costs in the number of spare-pool devices required, the aforementioned
worker productivity and IT costs, as well as the costs of shipping a device back to a repair depot which is not in need of
repair.
Anytime a device is swapped, the amount of time required to “fix” the failure goes up, resulting in a higher amount of
time the worker is not productive, and IT is involved in the problem.
Too often, the underlying cause of a failure is not the hardware. When these devices are shipped back for repair, the
result is what is commonly called “No Fault Found” or “No Trouble Found” (NFF / NTF)
We’ve witnessed many instances where these NFF / NTF rates can be as high as 50%, but the industry norm is usually
4-10% depending on device types and quality of support teams.
The impact of this is costly. If workers are engaged with swapping healthy devices, it prolongs the lost productivity for
mobile workers, and increases the time IT spends on the problem. The net effect can be as high as 1% of all TCO is
spent in this area.
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Lowering the True Cost of OwnershipTM with Proactive,
Preventative and Predictive Tools
As we’ve highlighted in this paper, the traditional Total Cost of Ownership Models may be understating the true cost of
managing mobility by ignoring several key areas of mobility failure impacting the enterprise today.
And as pointed out in the first chapter of this series, a key part of lowering the TCO for mobility and finally delivering on
the needs for Mission-Critical Mobility is to shift from being reactive to problems to proactive, preventative and predictive
in finding, troubleshooting and even resolving issues.
By using real-time analytics to proactively and even predictably spot problems, we can have a major impact on the TCO:

1. Proactively lower worker productivity costs, IT support costs and sick time of stressed workers, and Prevent / Predict
outages.
With new models, we can lower the time workers spend with unusable devices as well as time IT workers spend
troubleshooting, isolating and resolving the issues. We can further lower the overall quantity of these events over time.
Using real-time analytics to proactively spot problems, and prevent damage, we can find and correct issues before they
become widespread failures. Examples include:

•

A mobile application update that has a serious bug and is caught early during the upgrade process, thus limiting the
failure rate and duration.

•

Using real-time data on battery health allows support teams to proactively replace batteries predicted to fail, or
quickly spot battery drainage issues related to poorly performing software patches. This can virtually eliminate one
of the most common failures seen in enterprise mobility today, creating a positive return on worker productivity and
IT’s time.

2. Proactively lower the costs of lost / stolen / underutilized devices
With a real-time view of device location and alerts as devices disappear for periods of time, we can accurately quantify
the replacement costs of devices which are lost and stolen. And we can identify devices which have been purchased but
are not being utilized thus allowing these to be redeployed instead of purchasing additional devices needlessly.

3. Prevent No Trouble Founds
Using real-time, deep analytics provides a clearer, and more in-depth view of each device’s health to lower the incident
rate of NTF / NFF only returning devices which truly need replacing, and isolating faults which can be fixed remotely.

With a real-time view of
device location and alerts as
devices disappear for periods
of time, we can accurately
quantify the replacement
costs of devices which are
lost and stolen.
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The Bigger Picture: Delivering
on Mission Critical Mobility =
No Failures
The True Cost of OwnershipTM idea presented here, using realtime analytics to quickly find, isolate and fix problems is really a
tool for delivering mission-critical mobility.
As pointed out in Chapter One, the vast majority of enterprise
mobility today is deemed mission critical by executives.
Business depends on mobility to be up and running 7x24x365
as more and more of their customer-facing and non-customerfacing employees depend on mobile devices and applications
to do their job.
The costs pointed out here are ones we can easily measure.
But these costs may actually pale in comparison to the
harder-to-identify ones around lost revenue, lost goodwill, lost
customers, and other factors.
Although difficult to quantify empirically, they are easily
supported by the notion that mission critical enterprisewide mobility must be operational anytime the business is
operational, and any failures must therefore be eliminated.
By focusing on the underlying causes and solutions for the costs identified here, we will see a reduction in failure
incident rates as we shift the model to being reactive to more proactive in finding and isolating problems before they
become critical outages.
Mission-Critical Mobility cannot tolerate failure. It’s therefore critical we use new models and tools for easily identifying,
measuring and eliminating these failures. Traditional MDM / EMM architectures do not support the visibility required.
New real-time tools are critical.

What’s Next?
In the next chapter, we’ll dig deeper into B2M’s Elemez real-time tool as a solution for uncovering and resolving the
faults mentioned here. We’ll look at how these tools can be used to quickly spot and isolate issues in order to minimize
the impact of any issues with a device, application or even user. And we’ll look broadly at utilization and lost and stolen
devices, and how Elemez can give a real-time view of assets as well.

About B2M
B2M Solutions™ is a global software company dramatically improving how enterprise mobility is operated and managed.
The company’s flagship product, Elemez™, provides real-time actionable analytics and operational intelligence for
enterprise mobile devices and applications. Unlike traditional enterprise mobile software management tools, Elemez
proactively identifies, isolates and predicts issues to help enterprises prevent and avoid problems, improve enterprise
mobility’s performance and lower the True Cost of Ownership™ of mobility. mprodigy® is B2M’s mobile enterprise
management platform (MDM/EMM) and offers a proven, cost-effective management layer for line-of-business enterprise
mobility.
Founded in 2002, B2M is a privately held company based in Abingdon, UK, with North American operations in Atlanta,
Ga., U.S.A. For additional information, visit www.b2msolutions.com.
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GOING DEEPER
To dig deeper into the True Cost of OwnershipTM, B2M has
developed a comprehensive calculator which can help
identify your costs and allow us to make recommendations
based on your types of devices deployed. Please contact us
to arrange a True Cost of OwnershipTM evaluation.
UK +44 (0) 1235 432 750
US +1 470 237 0360
sales@b2msolutions.com
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